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Orange Wine

Ribolla Gialla

Biodynamic, Natural, Organic, Vegan-Friendly

Dry

Medium Bodied

750ml

12% alc./vol

Štekar Rebula 2019
Slovenia

$28.95 per bottle  ($347.40 per case) 

12 bottles per case

Q U A N T I T Y

Herbal & Textured
Located in Snežatno in the Goriška Brda zone of

Slovenia, near the border of Italy, Štekar winery

is known for producing wines in the traditional

manner, with extended skin contact and little or

no sulphur added.  The hilly rugged terrain is

marked with monuments to both world wars.

Rebula, also known as Ribolla Gialla, is a grape

native to Friuli in Italy and this little corner of

western Slovenia. As the natural fermentation

began, the skins remained with the must for 24

days before being removed. The wine remained

in giant Acacia wood barrels for eight months

before being bottled without filtration. The

result is expressive and spectacular; aromatic

and inviting on the nose, the Rebula showcases

yellow fruit, a firm structure. 

You can pair this wine with a variety of cuisines,

from brothy Asian-inspired dishes, to steak and

potatoes.
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Nicholas Pearce Wines

About the Winery
Štekar
The Štekar family has been growing grapes in Goriska Brda since 1985.

With 6 acres of vines planted in the stunning hills of western Slovenia,

along with cherry orchards, Jure Štekar has committed to make wine the

way his grandfather Emil taught his father: respecting tradition and

avoiding invasive technologies.

Certified organic since 2006, Jure likes to play with long macerations,

spontaneous fermentations and tiny SO2 amounts. His goal is to produce

genuine wines that tell the story of his land and family.

© 2021 Nicholas Pearce Wines Inc 

Must be 19 years of age or older to purchase

1347 Danforth Ave

Toronto, ON M4J 1N1

☎  (416) 469-1653
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